Abstract
1.Introduction
Dynamic textures or temporal textures are textures with motion [1] . Dynamic textures (DT) encompass the class of video sequences that exhibit some stationary properties in time [2] . There are lots of dynamic textures in real world, including sea-waves, smoke, foliage, fire, shower and whirlwind. Description and recognition of DT is needed, for example, in video retrieval systems, which have attracted growing attention. Because of their unknown spatial and temporal extend, the recognition of DT is a challenging problem compared with the static case [3] .
Polana and Nelson classify visual motion into activities, motion events and dynamic textures [4] . Recently, a brief survey of DT description and recognition of dynamic texture was given by Chetverikov and Péteri [5] . Methods based on optic flow [3, 4, 6, 7] are currently the most popular ones [5] , because optic flow estimation is a computationally efficient and natural way to characterize the local dynamics of a temporal texture. Péteri and Chetverikov [3] proposed a method that combines normal flow features with periodicity features, in an attempt to explicitly characterize both motion magnitude, directionality and periodicity. Lu et al. presented a new method using spatio-temporal multi-resolution histograms based on velocity and acceleration fields [7] . Fazekas and Chetverikov compared normal flow features and regularized complete flow features in dynamic texture classification [8] . They conclude that normal flow contains information on both dynamics and shape. Saisan et al. [9] applied a dynamic texture model [1] to the recognition of 50 different temporal textures. Despite this success, their method assumes stationary DTs well-segmented in space and time, and the accuracy drops drastically if they are not. Fujita and Nayar [10] modified the approach [9] by using impulse responses of state variables to identify model and texture. Fablet and Bouthemy introduced temporal cooccurrence [6] that measures the probability of cooccurrence in the same image location of two normal velocities (normal flow magnitudes) separated by certain temporal intervals. Recently, Smith et al. dealt with video texture indexing using spatiotemporal wavelets [11] . Otsuka et al. [12] assume that DTs can be represented by moving contours whose motion trajectories can be tracked. Zhong and Sclaro [13] modified [12] and used 3D edges in the spatiotemporal domain.
The key problem of dynamic texture recognition is how to combine motion features with appearance features. To address this, we recently proposed a volume LBP method (VLBP) [15] . But with the increase in the number of neighboring points, the number of patterns for basic VLBP will become very large. Due to this fast increase it is difficult to extend VLBP to have a large number of neighboring points, which limits its applicability.
In this paper, we propose a novel, theoretically and computationally simple approach in which dynamic textures are modeled using local binary patterns in three orthonormal planes within a volume.
Concatenated LBP histograms extracted from three planes are applied for DT recognition. The circular neighborhoods are generalized to elliptical sampling to fit to the space-time statistics. A new LBP descriptor is defined for the sequence. The texture features extracted in a small local neighborhood from three planes not only reflect the spatial-temporal features, but also are robust with respect to illumination changes.
Local Feature based DT Recognition
The main difference between DT and ordinary texture is that the notion of self-similarity central to conventional image texture is extended to the spatiotemporal domain [5] . Therefore, combining motion and appearance together to analyze DT is well justified. So we propose local binary patterns in three planes: XY, XT and YT to address this problem. Fig.3 . In such a representation, DT is encoded by the LBP while the appearance and motion in two directions of DT are considered, incorporating spatial domain information and two spatial temporal co-occurrence statistics together. For dynamic textures, the radius in time equal to the radius in space is not reasonable, because in relative large space, texture still keeps the appearance, but in the same temporal intervals, texture changes drastically, especially in a DT with large image resolution and low frame rate. So we have different radius parameters in space and time to setup. In XT and YT planes, different radii can be assigned to sample neighboring points in space and time. So the traditional circular sampling is extended to elliptical sampling. More generally, the radii in axes X, Y and T, and the number of neighboring points in XY, XT and YT planes, can also be different. When the DTs to be compared are of different spatial and temporal sizes, the histograms must be normalized to get a coherent description:
In this histogram, a description of DT is effectively obtained based on LBP from three different planes. The labels from XY plane contain information about the appearance, while in the labels from XT and YT planes, co-occurrence statistics of motion in horizontal and vertical direction are included. These three histograms are concatenated to build a global description of DT with the spatial and temporal features. The "uniform" patterns [14] could also be used in our concatenated LBP features. By altering X R , Y R and T R , XY P , XT P and YT P , we can realize operators for any quantization of the time and spatial resolution. Multi-resolution analysis can be accomplished by combining the information provided by multiple operators of varying ( , , , , , ) XY XT YT X Y T P P P R R R . In classification, the dissimilarity between a sample and a model LBP distribution is measured using the log-likelihood statistic. Other dissimilarity measures like histogram intersection or Chi square distance could also be used.
Experiments
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, DynTex, a large and varied database of dynamic textures, was selected for the experiments. Fig.6 shows example DTs from this dataset. In the experiments, each sequence was divided into 8 non-overlapping subsets, but not half in X , Y and T , as shown in Fig.7 (a) . The segmentation position in volume was selected randomly. These 8 samples do not overlap each other, and they have different spatial and temporal information. Sequences with the original size but only cut in time direction are also included in the experiments. So we can get 10 samples of each class and every sample is different in image size and sequence length to each other. Fig.7 (b) shows some segmentation examples in space. These ten subsets are symbolized as A_S, A_L, TL_S, TL_L, BL_S, BL_L, TR_S, TR_L, BR_S, and BR_L, where A means original image size, TL top left of image, BL bottom left of image, TR top right of image, and BR bottom right of image, while S represents short sequence and L long sequence. We can see that this sampling increases the challenge of recognition in a large database. After obtaining the LBP features on the basis of different parameters, a leave-one-out classification test was carried out based on the nearest class. Table 1 presents the overall classification rates. In Table 1 , the first three columns give the results using only one histogram from corresponding plane, which are much lower than those from direct concatenation (fourth column) and weighed measures (fifth column). Moreover, the weighted measures of three histograms achieved better results than direct concatenation because of considering the different contributions of the features. When using 8, 8, 8 
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patterns, which reduce the feature vector length, get compact features, and moreover keep the good discrimination characteristics.
In [8] , a classification rate of 98.1% was reported for 26 classes. However, their test and training samples were only different in the length of the sequence, but the spatial variation was not considered. This means that their experimental setup was much simpler. When we experimented using all 35 classes with samples having the original image size and only different in sequence length, a 100% classification rate using concatenated LBP histogram in three planes was obtained. This is very promising considering practical applications of DT recognition.
Two kinds of cases occurred in misclassifications. One is the different sequences of similar classes. For example, the two steams ( Fig.8(a) ) and two parts (TopLeft and TopRight in red blocks) of steam_context in Figs.8(b) were put into the same class. Actually, they should be thought as the same DT. Therefore, classifying them as one class seems to prove the efficiency of our algorithm. The other one is a mixed DT, as shown in Fig.8(c) , which includes more than one dynamic texture: water and shaking grass. So it shows both characteristics of these two DTs. And if we think (a) and the topleft, topright parts of (b) as the same class, the resulting recognition rate is 99.43%. We also experimented on the MIT dataset, which is currently the most frequently used collection of DTs [1] . 14 classes from it with 10 samples in each were used for evaluation. A 100% accuracy was obtained.
Discussion
A novel approach to dynamic texture recognition was proposed, in which concatenated LBP operators extracted from three orthonormal planes are used to combine the motion and appearance together. Experiments on DynTex and MIT databases with comparison to the state-of-the-art results showed that our method is efficient for DT recognition. Classification rates near and equal to 100% were obtained for DynTex and MIT dataset respectively, using more difficult experimental setups than in the earlier studies. Our approach is robust in terms of illumination variation, making it very promising for real application. How to describe mixed DTs is one of the future topics.
